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-Fuel cell system: fuel processor, cell stack, power conditioning section

-the oxidant (air): compressor or blower needed

-Fuel processor 

e.g. 

CH4 + H2O → CO + 3H2 reformation

CO + H2O → CO2 + H2 water-gas shift reaction

CO + 0.5O2 → CO2 selective oxidation

-Design consideration factors:

efficiency, system size, cost, durability

System analysis



✓ Efficiency of the fuel cell (based on the free energy change)

= the net electrical work produced / the energy available from the reactants

High cell potential needed → minimization of ohmic, kinetic, mass-transfer 

polarization is desired

✓ System thermal efficiency (more, common, based on the change of 

enthalpy)

For CxHyOz + (x + 4/y – z/2)O2 → xCO2 + (y/2)H2O               (10.2)



-The enthalpy of reaction depends strongly on the phase of the product of 

water

(i) HHV (the higher heating value) assumes that the product water is liquid 

phase

(ii) LHV (the lower heating value) assumes the vapor phase

→ usually LHV is used

Illustration 10.1

✓ System thermal efficiency as the product of the fuel efficiency, thermal 

voltage efficiency, power-conditioning efficiency, mechanical efficiency

ηth = ηfuel x ηV,t x ηpc x ηmech (10.4)

Fuel efficiency(ηfuel): the fraction of the fuel fed into the system that 

contributes to the electrical current in the fuel cell

Flow rate through a single cell & 

all of the cells in the stack



Thermal voltage efficiency(ηV,t): how effectively the energy from the fuel is 

converted to electrical power in the fuel cell → accounts for voltage losses 

in the cell → the operating potential of the cell divided by the change in 

enthalpy of the reaction expressed in [J/C]



Power-conditioning efficiency(ηpc): converting DC power to AC power 



Basic stack design concepts



The most important relationship for the design is the polarization curve

Vcell = f(i)                                         (10.10) 

The second and third relationships are the thermal voltage efficiency and 

the power

Illustration 10.2



Cell stack configurations



Active area ratio,  Aact = active electrode area / platform area

Basic construction and components

Illustration 10.3



-Utilization is an important design factor: utilization of fuel plays a key role 

in the fuel efficiency, and utilization of the oxidant (air) affects the 

mechanical efficiency of the system and polarization losses in the cell

-Oxidant in cathode in PEMFC

Utilization of oxidant and fuel





-Utilization of the fuel

Illustration 10.4





Flow-field design





Water and thermal management



Structural-mechanical considerations



Case study


